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Blue Images
Joan Katai
Blue has infinite possibilities:
The plaintive voice of Billie Holiday
Singing the blues, or listening to
A bluejay cawing at a squirrel.
Imagine a child lusciously licking
A blue slush on a hot summer day,
Or delving into Mom's freshly baked blueberry muffins.
Or the perfume of the blue dahlias in springtime.
Blue is a feeling which can bring you
To the depths of despair or
It can bring you to the
Spires of happiness as when a
Pilot soars ecstatically against the bright blue
Sky on his first solo flight.
Blue indigo is universal:
Space shuttle, planets. Cosmos.
The blue heron standing on the shore
Of a blue gray lake in blue damp November.
Blue has complexities and infinite possibilities.
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